Mountain Stone® Lexington Series™ is a full-bed depth building stone that a mason lays in a wall just like brick. The size of each stone is specifically appointed making it possible for the mason to course and bond with ease. Also there is considerably less overall material waste when compared to natural stone, which at times may not course and bond as easily.

Available Colors:
- Buff
- Cordova
- Aspen
- Dale Hollow
- Woodford

Coverage areas are based on 1/2” mortar joints. Random size units make up each pallet.
Unit Sizes: Lexington Series is available in stone sizes ranging in height from 2.25” to 5” and length from 4.5” to 19”. The thickness range is 3” to 4.25”.
Packaging: 92 SF per pallet.

Tech Data:
- Compressive Strength (at 28 days) Meets or exceeds ASTM standard 1800 PSI — typical result 5,500 PSI avg. min.
- Water Absorption (at 28 days) Does not exceed 15.2%
- Fireproof — Yes: Will not contribute to smoke or flame development
- Colorfastness — Existing applications show no undesirable change in coloring after years of weathering

For installation guidelines and information visit www.mtstone.com